Dear Members and Friends,

This past year has been quite a challenge. As we approach the High Holidays, we hope you will be inscribed for a better New Year.

Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, many institutions and organizations have switched to online programs. This newsletter has a list of many of these archived events in the FYI section below. They are noted by date and title and cover a wide variety of topics. Please take a look at some of the excellent programs you may have missed over the past few months. We welcome your recorded webinars and virtual events. Please email the program date, title and link to GSI@genshoah.org. Thank you.

The Museum of Jewish Heritage - A Living Memorial to the Holocaust in New York announced it will reopen in September and the award-winning exhibit Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. will be extended until May 2, 2021.

The Holocaust Survivors Foundation – USA (HFS-USA) and GSI issued a joint statement on the passing of Congressman John Lewis www.hsf-usa.com/remembering-john-lewis/.

Be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Institute Announces New Partnership with Ancestry® to Provide Free Access to Searchable Data from Nearly 50,000 Jewish Holocaust Survivor Testimonies

USC Shoah Foundation is pleased to announce a new partnership with Ancestry to provide free access to searchable data from nearly 50,000 Jewish Holocaust survivor testimonies that are in the Visual History Archive® (VHA). See the Upcoming Events section below for details on a special webinar designed to introduce this resource on September 16th.

-----------------------------------

Shoah Name Wall Memorial in Vienna

A memorial is being erected in Ostarrichpark in memory of the Jewish children, women and men from Austria murdered in the Shoah.

The Documentation Archive of the Austrian Resistance (DÖW) has spent decades researching the names and data of the Austrian Holocaust victims. The resulting database of victims' names forms the basis of the monument. In order to ensure that all names on this monument are taken into account, we kindly ask relatives and descendants to consult the victim database, which can be viewed on the homepage of the DÖW.

The Documentation Archive asks relatives and descendants of Austrian Holocaust victims to contact the DÖW directly with their information: office@doew.at.

-----------------------------------

From the US State Department: Justice for Uncompensated Survivors Today (JUST) Act Report
UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Holocaust & Genocide Studies Conference
October 21 – 23, 2020
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN
For more: Hologen.Conference@mtsu.edu

Non-German Camps During the Holocaust Period
December 7 – 10, 2020
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

The Legal System Under the Third Reich
September 2, 2020  12:00 noon PT
Zoom program, Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
1 Washington State Bar CLE Ethics Credit Available

Jews Hiding in Warsaw on the ‘Aryan Side’ 1939 – 1945:
A new Database about Jews in Warsaw During WWII
September 3, 2020  5:30 pm (Jerusalem)
Yad Vashem, Israel
Click to register for Zoom link.

Honoring Hispanic Heritage Month:
Resources for Teaching about the Holocaust
September 16, 2020  4:00 pm ET
Florida Atlantic University Webinar

From Swastika to Jim Crow
October 22, 2020  4:00 pm ET
Florida Atlantic University Webinar
Zoom webinar: https://bit.ly/2X2LgEO. For more information: 561-297-2929

Using Holocaust Documents Online:
The Changing Relationship Between the Archivist and the Users
November 23 – 24, 2020
Virtual Program, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Heroines of the Holocaust: 2021 International Symposium
June 2 – 3, 2021
Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
For more: lmorowit@wagner.edu and holocaust.center@wagner.edu
UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now— May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world. The NY Times recommends visiting the Museum's website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

September 1, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual program: Grief: The Biography Of A Holocaust Photograph. Russian-Jewish history scholar David Shneer and historian Yigal Kotler discuss Shneer’s new book and the role of Soviet photography during the Holocaust.

September 1, 2020, 9:30 pm ET—Christians United for Israel International Virtual Event A Discussion with survivor Irving Roth: It Begins with Words: Never Again?

September 2, 2020, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: The Labor Service Corps at the 1934 Nazi Party Rally

September 2, 2020, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Virtual lunch & learn program: Law as an Instrument of Mass Crimes? The Legal System Under the Third Reich. Lawyers CLE Program.

September 2, 2020, 8:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
WEDU (We Educate) Wednesdays featuring 3G Alexis Fishman.

September 6, 2020, 4:00 ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Virtual Program: Destination Shanghai.

September 8, 2020, 10:00 pm ET—International Event
Virtual program: Holocaust Distortion: Massacre of Memory - Israeli-American Civic Action Network
September 8, 2020, 10:00 pm ET, 9:00 C—Tune in or livestream. *Harbor from the Holocaust*. Nearly 20,000 Jewish refugees fled Nazi-occupied Europe to Shanghai.

September 9, 2020, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: *An Antisemitic Beer Stein*

September 10, 2020, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Online program: *Dr. Susan Neiman* will speak about her book *Learning From The Germans Race and the Memory of Evil*. Email michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu to join the discussion.

September 10, 2020, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Lunch & Learn: *Armed Resistance: The Case of the Minsk Ghetto* with Professor Elissa Bemporad. [Click here to register]. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email with information about how to access the program.

September 13, 2020, 1:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*Annual Nusakh Vilne Program*, a commemoration of the Vilna Jewish Community through poetry, music, and presentation via Zoom. Registration required.

September 13, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation Virtual Program *What Makes a Hero?*. Suggested donation.

September 13, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivors *Hanne and Max Liebmann*

September 13, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Museum, Terra Haute, IN
*Polish Catholic Maids & Nannies Turned Holocaust Rescuers*. To register for Zoom link: www.candlesholocaustmuseum.org

September 13, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
*The Takeaway Men* Book Discussion with author *Meryl Ain*, Holocaust survivor *Irving Roth*, moderated by *Thane Rosenbaum*. Registration required to get link to program.

September 14, 2020, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Virtual Museum Tour.

September 14, 2020, 7:30 pm ET—Azrieli Foundation and UJZ of Greater Toronto, Canada

September 16, 2020, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: *A Child’s Drawing from Theresienstadt*
September 16, 2020, 3:00 pm PT; 6:00 pm ET (September 17 – 8:00 am AEST) — USC Shoah Foundation Institute, Los Angeles, CA
Join USC Shoah Foundation Finci-Viterbi Executive Director Stephen D. Smith and special guests for a webinar to introduce the new partnership with Ancestry to provide free access to searchable data from nearly 50,000 Jewish Holocaust survivor testimonies that are in the Visual History Archive® (VHA). Registration required

September 16, 2020, 6:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
People of the Book Club: The World That We Knew - Live on Zoom. Registration required to receive a link to the Zoom program.

September 16, 2020, 8:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
WEDU (We Educate) Wednesday with 3G Elyse Wolff

September 17, 2020, 3:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Family Affairs: Writing Personal Histories - Live on Zoom, series of discussions with leading scholars of modern Jewish history and the Holocaust about researching and writing about Jewish experience from a distinctively personal perspective. Pay what you wish; registration required to receive a link to the Zoom webinar.

September 22, 2020, 1:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

September 23, 2020, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: TB Tests in DP Camps

September 29, 2020, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Artist Talk with Michael Galmer about Tears of the Holocaust

September 30, 2020, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: A Wedding Dress from Pre-War Europe

October 1, 2020, 4:00 pm ET— Drew University, Madison, NJ
Working Through the Trauma of the Past: Uncovering Family History in the Holocaust and WWII with Barbara Gilford, author of Heart Songs: A Holocaust Memoir. Registration required for zoom link.

October 15, 2020, 7:00 pm ET— Drew University, Madison, NJ
America and its Jews in the 1930s with Dr. Hasia Diner. Registration required for zoom link.

October 16, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Virtual program: Hitler’s First Hundred Days
October 18, 2020, 3:00 pm ET— Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Renee Silver

October 22, 2020, 7:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) to the Rescue in Shanghai: From 1941 to 1951 - Live on Zoom with speaker Sara Halpern. Pay what you wish; registration required to receive Zoom link.

October 23, 2020, 12:30 pm ET—Virtual Webinar via Zoom
NEXT GENERATIONS presents Defeating Hitler’s Final Solution: Preserving Yiddish Culture and Language Today with Riva Ginsburg. Keeping the Yiddish language alive is one of the most powerful ways to defeat Hitler’s goal of “The Final Solution”. Visit our website nextgenerations.org to register. A Zoom link will be emailed to you.

October 23, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Virtual program: British Fascist Women, the Anti-War Campaign and Antisemitism

October 29, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY

November 1, 2020, 3:00 pm ET— Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Peter Feigl

November 5, 2020, 4:00 pm ET— Drew University, Madison, NJ
Sousa Mendes and the Refugees of World War II with Joan Arnay Halperin, 2G author of My Sister’s Eyes. Registration required for zoom link.

November 5, 2020, 7:00 pm ET—CANDLES Museum, Terra Haute, IN
Hanna and Walter: A Love Story with Julie Kohner
To register for Zoom link: www.candlesholocaustmuseum.org

November 6, 2020, 2:00 pm ET—Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Role of Churches in Nazi Germany and Legacies of Antisemitism with Rebecca Carter-Chand, USHMM Mandel Center.

November 9, 2020, 7:30 pm ET—Terezin Music Foundation, Boston, MA
Terezin Music Foundation 2020 Virtual Gala

November 9, 2020, 7:30 pm ET—Terezin Music Foundation (TMF), Boston, MA
TMF Virtual Gala: Music to Heal Separation and Loss

November 11, 2020, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Family Affairs: Writing Personal Histories - a series of discussions with leading scholars of modern Jewish history and the Holocaust about researching and writing about Jewish experience
from a distinctively personal perspective. Pay what you wish; registration required to receive a link to the Zoom webinar.

November 15, 2020, 3:00 pm ET — Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with Holocaust Survivor Mordecai Paldiel

December 6, 2020, 3:00 pm ET — Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of FL, Maitland, FL
Virtual conversation with 3rd Generation of a Holocaust Survivor Lauren Meyerowitz Port

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Yad Vashem July 21, 2020
Yad Vashem July 29, 2020
Yad Vashem August 4, 2020
Yad Vashem August 10, 2020
Yad Vashem August 20, 2020
Yad Vashem August 24, 2020
Yad Vashem August 31, 2020
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... Rabbi Yaakov Spivak interviews Samuel J. Dubbin re: Holocaust Era Insurance

FYI... The Wiener Holocaust Library in London opened a new exhibition, Jewish Resistance to the Holocaust and a version of the exhibition, Forgotten Victims: The Nazi Genocide of the Roma and Sinti, was launched online by the United Nations.

FYI... Since the Corona virus shutdown there have been virtual programs on the Holocaust. These are some of the programs from the past months:
March 31: Arik Cohen: Grandson of Four Holocaust Survivors
April 3: Online Film Series: Against the Tide
April 6: Conversation with Holocaust survivor Maud Dahme
April 7: Naomi Newman: My Family's Resilience
April 13: Online Film Series: The Rape of Europa
April 14: Breeze Dahlberg: A Granddaughter's Story
April 14: All the Horrors of War: A Jewish Girl, a British Doctor, and the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen
April 19: Terezín Music Foundation Yom HaShoah Memorial and Concert
April 21: Yom Hashoah: Holocaust Remembrance Day (Holocaust Center for Humanity)
April 21: Yom Hashoah Commemoration (Chhange)
April 22: Pages from a Pro-Nazi Children’s Book
April 27: An Evening of Holocaust Remembrance, Chapman University
April 27: Heritage Testimonies with Lauren Port (3G)
April 28: Betsy Touriel-Kapner: Rescue in Bolivia
April 28: Holocaust Survivor Carol Tellerman Sings – Ghetto
April 29: Working Papers from the Lodz Ghetto
April 29: 75 Years Later: The Liberation of Dachau
May 3: Passports to Paraguay
May 4: Online Film Series: As Seen Through These Eyes
May 5: Clarice Wilsey: Letters from a Dachau Liberator
May 6: Survivor Testimonials: About the HDEC Holocaust Railcar
May 6: An Approval to Depart Letter?
May 8: Theodor Herzl: Coming Home, Staying Home
May 10: My Sister’s Eyes
May 12: NAZI HUNTERS with author Neal Bascomb
May 13: Postcards from within the Ghetto
May 13: American Heroes and Rescuers: Pastor Chris Edmonds Q & A with Pastor Evans
May 14: "The Right Wrong Man" with Lawrence Douglas
May 14: Online Film Series: Olympic Pride, American Prejudice
May 17: Persona Non Grata
May 18: Online Film Series: A Promise to My Father
May 19: Michal Lotzkar: A Father's Siberian Exile
May 19: "All the Horrors of War" with Bernice Lerner and Rachel Mermelstein
May 20: A Photograph from Baden-Baden on November 10, 1938
May 21: Doctors Who Dared
May 21: The Role of Judges, Attorneys, and Bar Associations During the Holocaust
May 26: VIRAL: Antisemitism in Four Mutations
May 27: A Light Bulb from the Synagogue in Drama, Greece
May 28: They Shall Be Counted
June 2: Propaganda vs. News
June 2: Online Film Series: Berlin Calling
June 2: Luna's Life with Holocaust survivor Luna Kaufman
June 3: An April 1937 Issue of Der Stuermer
June 4: Telling the Story through Art: Holocaust Art as a Primary Source
June 5: Winston Churchill D-Day
June 5: Announcing the 2020 Annual Contest Winners
June 7: Ahead of Time
June 8: Analysing Holocaust photography: the “Auschwitz Album”
June 8: Online Film Series: The Presence of Their Absence
July 8: Connecting Communities: Resilience through Art
June 9: "Real Nazis of the Northwest - 1933-1941" with Knute Berger
June 10: Co-opting a Flag of Hate into a Flag of Liberation
June 12: Winston Churchill and the Jews: A Talk by Lee Pollock
June 12: We Are Here: A Celebration of Resilience, Resistance and Hope
June 12: Anne Frank and Other Hidden Children of the Holocaust
June 14: Nicky’s Family
June 16: Race, Equity, and Holocaust Education
June 16: The Choice: Embrace the Possible with Dr. Edith Eger
June 17: A GI’s Letter Home After the Liberation of Buchenwald
June 17: The role of Holocaust Memory in Ahmed Kathrada's Struggle against Apartheid
June 21: Secrets of the Green Suitcase
June 22: In Honor of Liberator Carl Arfa
June 23: Barbara Adler West: Daughter of a Kindertransport Survivor
June 23: Holocaust XR: How Technology is Enabling Survivors to Tell Their Stories in New Ways
June 23: Jewish Upstanders with Eric Marcus
June 24: Rescuers: André and Magda Trocmé
June 24: Stories are Stronger than Hate
June 26: Virtual Awards Ceremony for the 21st Annual Holocaust Art and Writing Contest
June 28: The Power of Music
June 30: Olympic Pride, American Prejudice with author and director, Deborah Riley Draper
July 1: A Window on the Voyage of the St. Louis
July 1: Discussion: Jewish Physicians & Medical Work in Nazi Camps and After Liberation
July 3: Teaching the Holocaust through Art and Writing: The Story of Theresienstadt
July 5: Orchestra of Exiles
July 7: From Anne Frank's Amsterdam to Present-Day Seattle: An Arc Spanning Over Eighty Years | Laureen Nussbaum
July 8: A Child’s Shoe from Auschwitz
July 10: Diplomat Heroes of the Holocaust: Sousa Mendes Foundation
July 12: The Starfish
July 13: Spirit of Survival: Project Witness
July 14: Bravery and Grit: The Big Red One in WWII
July 15: The Art of Protest Then and Now
July 15: The Daily News Covers the Death of Hitler
July 16: Holocaust Distortion: Yehuda Bauer Webinar (UCL Centre for Holocaust Education)
July 16: Our People: Discovering Lithuania’s Hidden Holocaust
July 20: Voices from the Warsaw Ghetto Part 1: Project Witness
July 22: An Israeli Flag that Pre-Dates Israel
July 23: Art and the Holocaust | Comic-Con@Home2020
July 24: Nazi Propaganda and the idea of “unworthy”
July 25: One Person Can Save the World
July 26: Cuba’s Forgotten Jewels
July 27: Jim Crow Laws and Nazi Racial Policy – Holocaust Center for Humanity
July 28: Friendships That Saved Lives During the Holocaust
July 28: SFA: The Limits and Necessities of ‘Never Again’: The Holocaust and Injustice Today
July 29: An Olympic Bell from the 1936 Games in Berlin
July 29: Countering Hate Online Compilation video of survivors
July 30: Focus on the Interview: The Inaugural Endowed Interviewer Collection
August 2: Ghetto Fighters’ House: Talking Memory
August 2: Holocaust Distortion and the battle for Memory and Commemoration: The Case of Poland with Prof. Jan Grabowski
August 4: USHMM: Friendships That Saved Lives During the Holocaust
August 5: Trauma Studies, Creativity and the Second Generation
August 5: 3GNY WEDU with Shelley Rood Wernick from 3GDC
August 6: Film discussion: Korczak with Dr. Annette Insdorf
August 9: Sousa Mendes Foundation: Something Beautiful Happened
August 10: Resistance in the Ghetto
August 12: How Humor Helped Heal the Pain of the Holocaust
August 14: History Will Never Forget: The Final Months of World War II
August 16: In My Own Words: Joseph Weismann
August 18: Connecting Communities: Meet the Author of “Salvaged Pages: Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust”
August 18: Championing the Unheard
August 19: 3GNY WEDU with Eric Feuer (Righteous Among Nations Event referenced.)
August 20: Reconsidering the Catholic Church and the Holocaust
August 21: Harbor From The Holocaust Panel Discussion
August 23: Sousa Mendes Foundation: Hidden Children and Their Rescuers
August 24: Liberation75 and 3GNY: Memory Forward
August 24: A Daughter’s Recollection and Experience: Tali Nates.
August 24: Righteous: A Play Reading
August 25: “From Darkness to Light: From the Holocaust to Israel”
August 25: Memory Forward: How the Third Generation Tells the Stories of the Holocaust
August 26: Nazi Olympics: Black and Jewish Athletes Defy the “Master Race”
August 26: Moriah Films presents Courage + Valor: Stories that Inspire: Hiram Bingham
August 30: Conversation With Peter Grose: The Town That Saved Thousands: Le Chambon-sur-Lignon
Bert Reiner: Shanghai Survivor & Cabbage Patch Doll Engineer
Songs for her Shanghailander Grandmother
Click here for past video lectures from Yad Vashem
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

FYI… From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: Virtual Teacher Training Brings Unexpected Opportunities

FYI… From the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, South Africa. Survivor testimonies are first-hand accounts from individuals who had lived through the Holocaust or genocide and their stories help students to understand and empathise more deeply with the human (and inhuman) aspects of mass atrocities. They each offer a unique perspective on human behaviour and the resilience shown in the face of persecution. These stories have been selected by educators at the JHGC to support the teaching of the Holocaust and genocide and to help learners engage with these difficult histories. https://soundcloud.com/user-858426360

The Descendants Series follows the stories of individuals whose family members survived the Holocaust and genocide.

FYI… The Chhange Annual Colloquium included 16 virtual workshops, five of which were led by local Holocaust Survivors. These workshops cover Hidden Children, the Kindertransport, the St. Louis, the Bielskis, art, and a second-generation testimony.

FYI… The Arizona Jewish Historical Society archived presentations of survivors and some 2G's: www.azjhs.org/archived-seminars

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
The Untold Story of Jewish Resistance During the Holocaust
Mengele’s unethical research was part of existing beliefs, practice
Aftermath of the Holocaust: how Europe dealt with the crimes of the Third Reich
Judgment At Nuremberg Makes The Case For Soviet Influence In The Trials
Ancestry Promises Holocaust Records Will Be Free
Ancestry completes Arolsen Archives Collection, launches new partnership with USC Shoah Foundation
Jews rejoice as Utah’s Ancestry makes available millions of Holocaust records
Ninth Circuit Sides With Spanish Museum in Fight Over Nazi …
Appeals court rules Spanish museum can keep looted Nazi art
Spanish museum can keep $40 million Nazi-looted Pissarro painting, US appeals court rules
Hunt is on for rightful owner of Nazi-looted French painting
US hits Poland, others in Europe over Holocaust claims
News / State Department: ‘Much work remains’ to provide restitution to Holocaust survivors and their descendants
State Department report assesses progress in Holocaust property restitution in 46 countries
Gripping New Book Chronicles Life of Holocaust Refugee and Challenges Faced in Different Countries While Searching for Identity
The Memory Of The Holocaust Has Been Under Assault
Olympics and the Holocaust: A memorial to the sportspeople murdered by Nazi terror
InterVarsity Press and the Jews: A Troubled History
The Jews of Privilege
Social media platforms must call Holocaust denial what it is: anti-Semitism
Holocaust survivors urge Facebook to remove denial posts
Take Holocaust Denial Off Facebook
Opinion: Mark Zuckerberg Doesn't Care About Holocaust Denial
The Nazi Hunter Taking On Mark Zuckerberg
Hey, Mark Zuckerberg, There’s No Denying Pinchas Gutter
Survivors ask Mark Zuckerberg to remove Holocaust deniers from Facebook
Holocaust survivors call for Facebook to crack down on deniers
Facebook algorithm found to 'actively promote' Holocaust denial
Facebook’s algorithm ‘promotes’ content denying Holocaust, study says
Facebook algorithms promote Holocaust denial content, think tank report finds
Facebook accused of having ‘blind spot’ on Holocaust denial
Brief / Report: Facebook doesn’t ‘recognize Holocaust denial’ as anti-Jewish hate speech
#HoloHoax: Researchers say Facebook and Twitter have a “conceptual blindspot” around Holocaust denial
Why are teens pretending to be Holocaust victims on TikTok?
We asked TikTokers why they’re pretending to be Holocaust victims
TikTok creators are pretending to be Holocaust victims in heaven in a new trend dubbed 'trauma porn'
TikTok users are pretending to be Holocaust victims
Outrage from Jewish community over teens pretending to be Holocaust victims for viral TikTok trend
This Holocaust "TikTok" Challenge Rightfully Sparking Backlash
Auschwitz museum calls TikTok Holocaust trend 'hurtful and offensive'
TikTok Holocaust trend 'hurtful and offensive'  
Auschwitz museum says Holocaust victims trend on TikTok is ‘educational challenge’  
Where Are The Thousands Of Nazi-Looted Musical Instruments?  
Nazis Stole Thousands Of Musical Instruments. Where Are They?  
Does Fiction Overshadow Truths About the Holocaust?  
Holocaust Education for Our Modern Conversation  
Rise of European populists today echoes dark Dreyfus era, Jewish historian warns  
Mrs. Herskovitz's Kimono: How the Search for a Singular Victim of the Hiroshima Atomic Bomb Led Back to Buchenwald  
How a Holocaust survivor’s book helped this Rohingya refugee survive brutal detention  
This Holocaust survivor turned architect designed a memorial honoring Albanians who saved Jews

Albania  
Kadri Cakrani - An unknown Albanian hero of the Holocaust  
Holocaust survivor architect designs memorial for Albanians who rescued Jews

Argentina  
Argentine Jewish MP proposes 'day of remembrance' for victims of the Nazis the country gave refuge to  
Argentine MP suggests a 'day of remembrance' for victims of the Holocaust  
David Galante, 94, Auschwitz Survivor Who Taught About The Holocaust After A 50-Year Silence

Australia  
Harrowing and inspiring stories  
A Mission to Remember the Past  
How a fashion label founded by a Holocaust survivor came to help Australian health workers  
‘Burn in an oven’: Student threatened with a knife  
Couple Whose Parents Survived Holocaust Discovered Swastika, Nazi Bolts On Fence In Australia  
Antisemitism up 24 per cent across Australia  
Shule targeted in Brisbane  
Holocaust survivor’s book spurs Rohingya refugee to escape Australian detention

Austria  
Austria's Nazi past: Belated recognition for murdered Jews | DW | 08.08.2020
Austrian Holocaust descendants to be eligible for citizenship from September 1
Austria will allow descendants of Holocaust victims to receive citizenship
Austria offers citizenship to the descendants of Jews who fled the Nazis
Austrian Airlines fires a flight attendant for chanting anti-Semitic slogans at a far-right rally
Austrian leaders condemn attack against Jewish community in Graz
Austrian Jewish leader violently assaulted in Graz
Watch: ‘Shut Down Holocaust Mockery!’ Austrian Lawmaker Demands of TikTok

Belarus
12-Year-Old Jewish Hero of WWII

Belgium
Belgium: Owner of ‘Nazi House’ Sentenced to One Year in Prison
New Book Tells the Story of Lubavitcher Holocaust Survivor
Belgian Pensioner Receives Prison Sentence for Swastika-Adorned ‘Nazi House’

Brazil
Brazilian Jewish hospital suspends doctor for comparing COVID-19 to the Holocaust

Canada
In WWII, an anti-Semitic Canada kept Jewish ‘enemy aliens’ in barbed wire camps
Toronto-area MP Michael Levitt to resign to head Jewish human rights organization - iPolitics
Holocaust survivor Morris Schnitzer lived by his wits while on the run from the Nazis for five years
Holocaust survivor reminds us of the will to live, the need to celebrate
Video: The Survivor's Revenge: The Remarkable Story of Josef Lewkowicz
In WWII, an anti-Semitic Canada kept Jewish ‘enemy aliens’ in barbed wire camps
'He was so happy': Holocaust survivor reunited with kids for his 100th birthday | CBC News
Will the Second Generation Rise to the Occasion?
Canada’s Nazi Monuments
Canada's Monument To Nazi Soldiers
Nazi Collaborators Should Not Be Honoured in Canada: B'nai Brith and Canadian Polish Congress
B'nai Brith Taking Action Against Nazi Glorification
Alleged neo-Nazi responds to long-standing arrest warrant
75-year-old journal from WW II concentration camp part of new virtual exhibit | CBC News
Vandalism of Ontario memorial to Nazi soldiers investigated as hate crime
Ontario police apologize for treating vandalized monument to Nazi collaborators as a hate crime
Nazi sympathizer network buying up Cape Breton properties with ‘colony’ in mind
Polish communities calling for investigation into alleged right-wing extremist activity in Cape Breton | The Chronicle Herald
Incidents of anti-semitism increasing online in Canada, says B’nai Brith
Unifor union rep found trying to sell Nazi memorabilia online | CBC News
Local Lakehead prof receives funding for Holocaust research
Holocaust survivor Marcel Adams made a fortune from shopping malls
This Toronto student received the Diana Award for her dedication to Holocaust education
I live on Swastika Trail
Canadian government officially recognizes Romani genocide

Czech Republic
La Real, on the lapel of a holocaust victim - Sports Finding

China
Xinjiang Shows We Haven't Learned A Thing From Auschwitz - Time Magazine

Croatia
Zagreb's New Holocaust Monument Is Ready. This Is How It Looks

France
French officials mark anniversary of mass arrest of Jews during Holocaust
The Jewish resistance and the rescue of the Jews of France
Spanish Priests in Paris in World War II Saved over 130 Jews with Forged Baptism
WWII memory wall defaced in massacred French village
Brief / Male suspects involved in murder of Holocaust survivor to go on trial in Paris
‘No Jews or sluts allowed’ daubed on French street named for Holocaust survivor
‘Death to Jews’ and swastikas drawn on gravestones in southern France
Brief / Holocaust-denying graffiti found on wall in French village burned down by Nazis
French Antisemitic Agitator Dieudonné Permanently Banned From Facebook for 'Dehumanizing Jews'
French Holocaust denier Alain Soral arrested and his ally Dieudonné banned from Facebook

Germany
Germany to honor anti-Nazi hero Sophie Scholl with coin
Young, In Love And Trying To Bring Down The Third Reich
Former SS Nazi guard convicted in Germany's 'last' Holocaust trial | DW | 23.07.2020
Former Nazi Guard Is Convicted in One of Germany’s Last Holocaust Trials
Bruno D, former Nazi SS concentration camp guard, convicted in Germany
Brief / German court convicts 93-year-old SS guard
Former Nazi Concentration Camp Guard Convicted as Accessory in 5,230 Murders
Former concentration camp guard, 93, gets suspended sentence as accessory to murder of 5,230
They were at the death camp at the same time. Now the survivor sees the SS guard meet his fate
Appeals of Nazi camp guard conviction in Germany dropped
Nazi-hunter says camp guard trial sends powerful message
Hero or Nazi war criminal? ‘Good German' Hans Calmeyer's legacy debated | DW | 18.07.2020
In the SS' Service: Female guards at Germany's Ravensbrück concentration camp | DW | 11.08.2020
Grandson of Auschwitz commander Rudolf Hoess, who criticized his family history, is a criminal, report claims
Auschwitz as a money-spinner? Grandson of Germany's Nazi elite found guilty of fraud | DW | 13.08.2020
Holocaust survivor 'severed all ties' with grandson of Auschwitz commander
Study sheds light on Continental's role as pillar of Nazi war machine
German car parts giant Continental confronts Nazi past | DW | 27.08.2020
‘Stumbling stone’ memorials in Germany remember the family of Israeli ambassador’s wife
Brief / Israeli, German fighter pilots to conduct joint exercises over Dachau, Munich Olympic Village
For first time, Israeli and German warplanes to perform joint flyover in Germany
Israel-Germany joint flyover symbolizes a 'unique relationship' | DW | 18.08.2020
In historic tribute, Israeli and German air forces fly over Dachau, Olympic site
German and Israeli jets mark first joint flyover, honor Holocaust victims | DW | 18.08.2020
Brief / Israeli Air Force makes historic flight over Dachau concentration camp
The Jews Who Fought for Nazi Germany
What's new in the Jewish Museum Berlin's core exhibition | DW | 19.08.2020
New Berlin museum to tell stories of exiled Germans | DW | 17.08.2020
Frankfurt's new $58 million Jewish museum reclaims Anne Frank’s forgotten roots in the city
Frankfurt Museum Showcases Anne Frank's Forgotten Roots In The City
Germany steps up the fight against Holocaust denial | DW | 01.08.2020
Knowing Germany's remembrance culture — as a foreigner | DW | 15.07.2020
You can help Nazi victims’ families learn their fates in online archive project
Auschwitz cellist Anita Lasker-Wallfisch at 95 | DW | 17.07.2020
70 years of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, ’a meaningful voice that is needed’ | DW | 20.07.2020
All but eradicated in Holocaust, Frankfurt’s Jews today have a potent voice
Nazi war criminals ran children's homes in post-war Germany: new research | DW | 10.08.2020
Nazis who killed children ran German children’s homes after the war, report finds
The Luftwaffe Officer and Nazi Film Censor Behind Germany’s Most Unorthodox Resistance Group
Sinti and Roma fear for their Holocaust memorial in Berlin | DW | 31.07.2020
International Olympics Committee removes tweeted video celebrating 1936 Berlin Olympics
Inge's War by Svenja O'Donnell review: unearthing family secrets from Nazi Germany
Berlin rally against coronavirus rules features neo-Nazi supporters, anti-Semitic displays
Animal rights activists in Cologne deface city's Holocaust memorial
Jews in German City of Cologne Angered by Defacing of Holocaust Memorial by Animal Rights Extremists
Body Bags and Enemy Lists: How Far-Right Police Officers and Ex-Soldiers Planned for ‘Day X’
Germany: Backlash after Düsseldorf enlists rapper Farid Bang for coronavirus video | DW | 22.07.2020
German city enlists rapper who joked about Holocaust for social distancing PSA
The Lethal Final Years of a Liar, Tyrant and Braggart
‘We are here,’ not in Israel: The new Berlin Jewish museum director on Jewish life in Germany, beyond BDS

**Greece**

Never Again – Remembering the Holocaust in Greece – A Book Review | Neos Kosmos

**Hungary**

Hungary’s largest Jewish group expels rabbi who said Zionism is causing another Holocaust

**India**

Almost 40 years later, Holocaust survivor Eva Erben shares her story

**Israel**

Top Shoah historian says Israel ‘collaborated’ with Holocaust distortion
Inspiring: Holocaust Survivor Makes Aliyah During Pandemic
How the Mossad hunted the 'Butcher of Riga,' who murdered up to 30,000 Jews
Soviet Shoah experience goes online for Israeli pupils
The Nazis Failed To Destroy The Artist David Friedman
IDF honors Holocaust survivors who died during 1948 Independence War
Israeli Air Force Pilot Fulfills Dream of 14-Year-Old Holocaust Victim
Israel’s attorney general wants to rescue a Holocaust relic from public auction
Irene Harand: One Woman’s Answer to Hitler
The Siddur That Survived The Nazis
Video: The "Final Solution": Jewish Life on the Brink of Death
Lost generations and family secrets
Israeli grandfather emerges as a symbol of anti-Netanyahu protests
The Polish Women Who Saved Jews in WWII, Only to be Called ‘Russian Prostitutes’ in Israel
How An Amateur Folklorist Saved The Sounds Of Yiddish Culture
Exec at Israeli-owned company said holocaust ‘wasn’t as bad as people said’: lawsuit
The Guilty And Dangerous Pleasures Of Holocaust Porn

Italy

Victim of Nazi massacre in Italy to be recognised, 76 years on
After 76 years, victims of Nazi massacre in Italy identified through DNA testing
Holocaust survivor Sami Modiano nominated to Italy's highest honour - European Jewish Congress

Japan

Jewish refugee's wartime escape from Nazis, aided by Japan diplomat, highlights unsung heroes
Japanese municipality holds benefit to commemorate savior of Jews

Latvia

Documentary outlines the horrors of the Holocaust in small-town Latvia
Council of Jewish Communities of Latvia calls on Saeima not to delay settling restitution issue

Lithuania

How did it happen? How did so many Jews get murdered in Lithuania?
Watch: Nazi hunter Efraim Zuroff on pursuing Holocaust justice in Lithuania
Nazi hunter teams up with Lithuanian journalist to investigate Holocaust crimes
Japan bails out Lithuania museum honoring Japanese diplomat and Holocaust hero
My grandfather wrote the 'Mein Kampf' of Lithuania: Here's what it says
Updates on tracking the 'export' of glorification of Nazi collaborators to the West
Nazi Hunter Efraim Zuroff Talks about Pursuing Holocaust Justice in Lithuania
Alleged Holocaust distorer named top adviser to Lithuania genocide museum

**Monaco**
"If We Survive The Holocaust, I'll Buy You A House"

**Netherlands**
The extent of Dutch Holocaust theft of Jewish assets is finally revealed to the public
Dutch-Jewish resistance fighter whose factory was used to make yellow stars dies at 98
Holocaust survivor’s family ran factory that churned out yellow stars marking Jews for death
Holocaust survivor wants compensation for rail journeys to death camps
Brief / US ambassador to Holland visits cemetery that includes graves of Waffen-SS

**New Zealand**
SS Officer hailed as a 'hero' by New Zealand media dies at 97

**Poland**
‘The crematorium couldn’t keep up’: Witness in SS guard’s trial speaks out
Auschwitz museum employees discover identifying inscription in shoes of children sent to the camp
Auschwitz Museum finds six-year-old Holocaust victim's name inscribed in shoes
Treblinka death camp tragedy will never be forgotten - Polish PM
Visiting Auschwitz is not the answer
Remembering Music's Saving Powers at Auschwitz
150 Jewish gravestones uprooted by the Nazis found in Polish town
Restitution campaigners welcome Poland’s withdrawal of law
UK Lords Urge Pressure on Poland Over Holocaust Restitution
Britain reaffirms position of Holocaust-era property restitution
Remembrance of the Holocaust -- part 4 | The Era-Leader
Video: The Survivor's Revenge: The Remarkable Story of Josef Lewkowicz
Jewish Doctors In Nazi-Occupied Poland Stopped An Epidemic In Its Tracks. Here's How
The Warsaw Ghetto beat an epidemic. Scientists say they know how.
In hellish Warsaw Ghetto, social distancing and hygiene defeated deadly pandemic
A Polish Shtetl Lost in Time
What the Battle of Warsaw of 1920 meant for Jews
Unpronounceable, overlooked, ignored: A Holocaust heroine

‘Go Home!’: US Ambassador to Warsaw Draws Antisemitic Fury From Polish Far Right

Poland has antisemitism problem. Trump administration could fight it.

A Chill Wind From Poland

Polish-Language Newspapers Face Backlash Following B’naï Brith Revelations

Polish National Union Condemns Głos Newspaper

Captain of Israel’s hockey team signs to play in Oświęcim, otherwise known as Auschwitz

Brief / Israel’s hockey team captain signs to play in Oświęcim

Israeli ice hockey star signs with Auschwitz team

Israeli hockey player in hot water for signing with team Auschwitz

Israeli ice hockey captain defends joining Auschwitz home town team

Group set up by German soccer stars donates $80,000 to Auschwitz museum

Russia

Holocaust survivor, 90, stabbed to death in her Moscow apartment

Holocaust Memory in the USSR’s Shadow

Book review: Young Heroes of the Soviet Union

Slovakia

Slovak journalist dedicates life to memorializing righteous

Hiding from Nazis

South Africa

Johannesburg Holocaust And Genocide Centre: Using The Past To Protect The Present And Future

Spain

An Angel Named Angel - Accidental Talmudist

Spain adopts Int’l Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s definition of anti-Semitism

Switzerland

Holocaust survivor and activist Gábor Hirsch dies in Switzerland

Gabor Hirsch, prominent Swiss activist for Holocaust education, dies at 90

UK

Holocaust survivor launches legal claim against German railway

Holocaust victim sues German rail company over transportation of Jews to death camps
Labour suspends councillor accused of backing anti-Semitic conspiracy

The Holocaust was unique and incomparable

We Jews, of all people, must not be silent over the Uighurs

Faith leaders, including 20 British Rabbis, call for urgent action on Xinjiang 'potential genocide'

Norman Finkelstein praises Holocaust denier David Irving at pro-Corbyn group meeting

Untold stories of Jewish resistance revealed in London Holocaust exhibition

From Palestine to jail in Mauritius: When Britain deported 1,580 Shoah refugees

The nun who saved my life

The Holocaust survivor ‘blacklisted’ for warning about ‘birth defect’ pill

Holocaust survivor who lost her family at Auschwitz shares incredible story

Holocaust Survivor Pops The Question At 91

Auschwitz survivor wins award for services to Holocaust education

Holocaust memorial: right idea, wrong place

Westminster Holocaust memorial project accused of ‘unethical practices’

Toys owned by child victims and survivors of the Holocaust

Betraying Jewish history by watering down the Holocaust

Giving Voice To Holocaust Survivors Wins BAFTA

"As a young Jewish woman, I’m glad we’re finally talking about antisemitism"

Niall Horan, the 1975 and more British pop stars condemn anti-Semitism after rapper Wiley’s tweets

Book review: Children Against Hitler

Book review: Hitler’s Last Hostages

Book review: Osnabrück Station to Jerusalem

Book review: People Like Us

A Tuscan haven for Jews sparked a long-haul novel

The Canary editor criticised over ‘Arbeit Macht Frei’ tweet

Anti-fascists warn of new antisemitic group with neo-Nazi adherents

Man in UK Caught on Video Telling Jewish Student 'We Should Have Gassed the Lot of You'

Watch: Wetherspoons drinker tells Jewish student: 'We should have gassed you'

Pub patron in England tells Jewish student: ‘We should have f***ing gassed the lot of you’

Holocaust face-masks condemned as a ‘disgrace’

Shiva 'Zoom-bombed' by Neo-Nazis showing films of Hitler and the Holocaust
Ukraine

Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky Supports Construction of Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial; Working Committee to be Headed by Andrii Yermak, Head of the Presidential Administration

Ukrainian president backs Babyn Yar massacre memorial

Zelensky holds video conference on construction of Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center

Babi Yar will have ‘high scale emotional component’ but no role-playing

Babi Yar: The Story Of A Lost Universe

Bodies Of 286 Jews Murdered In The Holocaust Found In Ukraine Basement

‘Massacre in Basement’: Remains of Jews Murdered by Nazis Found

Remains of 286 Jewish Holocaust victims uncovered in 2 basements in Ukraine

Uruguay

Nazi eagle in Uruguay auction 'should go to museum'

USA

Holocaust Survivor Leaders Statement On Passing Of Congressman John Lewis

Venice Holocaust survivor lauds John Lewis

Holocaust Survivor Meets Family Of American Soldier Who Encouraged Her To 'Start A New Life'

A Safety Net for Holocaust Survivors during COVID-19

Jewish federations group gets $5 million US grant to help Holocaust survivors

Jewish Federations Awarded $5 Million Federal Grant To Assist Holocaust Survivors

Suit Over Holocaust Survivor Aid Filed in Georgia - Atlanta Jewish Times

US State Department envoy works to secure compensation for Nazi-era wrongs

State Department report highlights unfulfilled commitment to Holocaust survivors

Masha Pearl, Dedicated To Helping Holocaust Survivors

Pro Bono Dental Work on Financially Challenged Holocaust Survivors

Did the Charlottesville quote define Donald Trump?

Biden closes convention the way he launched his campaign: Repudiating anti-Semitism

Biden campaign forcefully denounces endorsement of white nationalist Richard Spencer

In Senate hearing, ambassadorial nominee shares father’s Holocaust bravery

Trump’s Germany ambassador pick under fire from Jewish groups for statements on immigrants and Nazi history

Trump's Berlin ambassador appointee criticised 'sick mentality' of Germans atoning for Nazis
Rudy Giuliani says George Soros wants to destroy government due to his ‘sick background’

The Jolt: A Holocaust smear enters the 14th District race for Congress

Minnesota GOP official resigns after posting image comparing mask wearing to Holocaust

Minnesota Republican group posts meme comparing mask requirement to Holocaust’s yellow Star of David

Minnesota Republicans acknowledge board member posted meme comparing mask mandate to Holocaust’s yellow star

Ryan Cooper: The disturbing trend of Holocaust equivalency in the mask debate

Sorry, not sorry: Iron Range GOP candidate says she ‘was forced to' apologize for comparing pandemic response to Holocaust | Duluth News Tribune

Right-wing NC congressional candidate Madison Cawthorn deletes pictures from his vacation to Hitler’s retreat

‘Sad, disappointed, worried’: Madison Cawthorn’s visit to Hitler’s vacation home alarms his NC district’s Jews

A Latina Jew pushes for re-election, Holocaust education and mandatory vaccination

Not Just Slavery: Other “Necessary” Evils Include the Holocaust

VP at Yitzhak Tshuva’s Company Sued for Holocaust Denial

Abe Foxman’s next act: Raising $28 million to feed thousands of struggling Holocaust survivors

Tibor Rubin: Medal Of Honor Recipient And Holocaust Survivor

Advice from a Holocaust survivor: 'Find the real you in this time of Covid’

Uyghur Camps And The Meaning Of 'Never Again' — Detroit Jewish News

Mark Zuckerberg, kick Holocaust denial off Facebook now

The Most Poignant of Newspaper Beats

Holocaust museum in New York plans to reopen in September

Hadassah A Virtual Celebration and a Lesson “The Never Again Holocaust Education Act”

Delaware to require teaching of the Holocaust and genocide

Holocaust education now law in Delaware - Delaware State News

Massachusetts Senate passes Genocide Education Act

Profound psychedelic journeys brought peace to this Holocaust survivor

How the Nazis Failed to Destroy the Life and Legacy of Artist David Friedmann

Drive-by parade held for Holocaust survivor turning 100

Jeannine Burk, a New Orleans voice for Holocaust remembrance, dies at 80

Martha Nierenberg, Holocaust survivor and American tabletop designer, dies at 96

Martha Nierenberg, Entrepreneur Who Sought Art’s Return, Dies at 96
Longtime Chappaqua resident, who narrowly escaped the Holocaust, remembered for 'enormous' community involvement

Never Forget: Remembering Holocaust Survivor - Magda Brown

Holocaust Survivor Magda Brown Receives Award of Excellence

Holocaust Survivor Gunter Hauer Dies At 101

David Galante, Who Spoke Belatedly About Auschwitz, Dies at 96

Holocaust Survivor Manya Perel Dies At 97

Erwin Froman, Holocaust survivor, pillar of Lorain County Jewish community, dies at 91

Frances Gersten, 92, survived Holocaust and embraced life in St. Louis

"The Happiest Man On Earth": 100-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Eddie Jaku

Late holocaust survivor Eva Kor receives monument in Terre Haute

Holocaust survivor opened up about Dr Mengele inhumane experiments

Eva Kor, and other Holocaust survivors to be featured in 60 Minutes episode

CANDLES Holocaust Museum launches resources to teach kids about Eva Kor and Holocaust

CANDLES offers free virtual programs

America's Holocaust museums should mobilize for racial truth and reconciliation

Holocaust curriculum designed by survivor goes live

Amid A Global Pandemic, The Resilience Of Holocaust Survivor Max Glauben Offers A Beacon Of Hope

Mourning My Mother during Covid-19

Holocaust survivor beat coronavirus after months of treatment at Long Island hospital, heads home

Holocaust survivor from Pittsburgh beats COVID-19

Holocaust survivor's perspective on coronavirus - San Diego Jewish World

After Missouri woman compares mask mandate to Holocaust, Auschwitz museum responds

John Tures: Using A Horrible Holocaust Analogy That’s Bad For Our Health

Kentucky superintendent apologizes for comments comparing COVID-19 and Holocaust victims

For Holocaust Survivor, 'Hashem Still Has a Plan'

The One-Handed Pianist

The Holocaust survivor hoping to change American police culture

Meet Mira Rosenblatt: A Holocaust Survivor’s Story

Tualatin couple shares stories of the Holocaust

Surviving Auschwitz, the Angel of Death and death march: Eva Erben’s untold Holocaust story

Video: My Father's Holocaust Secret
My father hid from the Nazis in a coffee pot. True story.

‘I investigated the past to free myself’: One woman’s incredible story to commemorate her Polish-Jewish family lost in the Holocaust

‘From Darkness to Light’ webinar features Holocaust survivors

Mount Shasta native pens book about Holocaust survivor

Lost generations and family secrets

Surprising Ways Newarkers Fought Against Nazism During WWII

Schwimmer, later pardoned, believed smuggling planes was to stave off a second Holocaust

Commentary: Never forgetting the Holocaust means working to remember

Music series will remember genocide of Holocaust

Opinion Exchange | The last living memories of the Holocaust will soon be gone

Holocaust Survivor Miriam Schreiber Receives Honorary Diploma at New England Jewish Academy - We-Ha | West Hartford News

Holocaust survivor gets long-awaited diploma: ‘She won after a lifetime of struggle’

Holocaust survivor fulfills dream of receiving a high school diploma

Newton Resident To Be Presented With Holocaust Education Award

Inside the hidden facility safeguarding America’s largest collection of Holocaust artifacts

L.A. Museum Of The Holocaust Changes Its Name Putting History First

Albany Diocese Donates Land for Holocaust Memorial

Holocaust Awareness Museum Finds New Home

Holocaust Memorial Center to reopen

Fine, Gillespie help reopen Illinois Holocaust Museum


Diner Max & Louie’s Introduces New Menu to Benefit Holocaust Memorial Museum of San Antonio

Holocaust museum takes visitors from World War II to today

Sara & Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University

Bowdoin Educators Receive NEH Grant to Hold Holocaust Education Seminar

South Jersey college seeks stories from Holocaust survivors

The Holocaust and the Importance of #Neveragain - San Diego Jewish World

Holocaust survivors meeting on Zoom during pandemic

Holocaust survivor Gita Frankel overcame odds to educate people

South Oakland corner dedicated to late Holocaust survivor
USC’s Antisemitism Problem and the Gross Negligence of Education

‘They fill our sidewalks with hate speech,’ Ann Arbor rabbi says in response to court ruling

186 Steps and a Meeting between an NFL Player and a Holocaust Survivor

She is a star: A loving interview with Inge Auerbacher

Video: Seasons of the Moon: Av– IBM and The Nazis

They Gave Me Life: Rina Quint's Holocaust Story

Students reflect on Holocaust in online art exhibit

Video: My Father's Holocaust Secret

Artificial intelligence is preserving our ability to converse with Holocaust survivors even after they die

How a father's final message motivated a Holocaust survivor to record his memories

Online Movie Series to Feature Rescuers and Rescued During Years of Holocaust

‘The Painted Bird’ Review: The Horrors of War Through a Child’s Eyes

Gruesome adaptation of Holocaust novel 'The Painted Bird’ now on demand

‘The Painted Bird,’ gruesome adaptation of Holocaust novel that had viewers walking out of festivals, is now on demand

40,000 Movies in 91 Years, A Holocaust Survivor Shares Cinematic Diary • Oakland County Times

Seth MacFarlane adapting Herman Wouk WWII novels for miniseries

Multifaith ceremony in Santa Rosa re-dedicates memorial fountain damaged last month

Five Best: Peter Brooks on Novels of Confinement and Liberation

Hitler and the Holocaust

Author’s Corner: Kingsport resident writes book on connection between music and Holocaust, WWII

Three takeaways from Holocaust, Immigrant biography - San Diego Jewish World

The Takeaway Men: Local Rabbi's Mom Chooses Post-Holocaust Theme For First Novel

Holocaust narratives survive through voices of the next generation

Jennifer Rosner’s Debut Novel Features a Mother, a Child...

Book launch celebration honors Holocaust survivor Guy Stern

Museum of the Bible honors legendary Holocaust hero Corrie ten Boom


The Institutional Gaze of the School - Los Angeles Review of Books

Amazon renews ‘Hunters,’ Al Pacino’s Nazi-hunting drama, for second season

Virtual Theatre - Fugu - Tells Little-Known Holocaust Story
Online movie series to feature rescuers and rescued during years of Holocaust

Playwright Jennie Berman Eng goes in search of an 'authentic' Holocaust movie

Comic Con Online: Art And The Holocaust

Comic-Con@Home 2020 – Top 10 Panels

ComicCon 2020 and the Holocaust (page 5)

The Holocaust Project at New Hope Middle School - WDEF

History Will Judge the Complicit

Ex-Middletown resident, Fulbright winner declines award for dream job

GoLocalProv | News | If I Can Change One Mind, It Is Worth It, Says Son of Holocaust Survivors About Deniers

Stars Making a Social Impact: How Mark Ethan Toporek Aims to Improve the Immigration System

Brief / Holocaust Memorial Center to present Tisha B’Av film screening, survivor interview

Millburn Chamber of Commerce Board Member and Filmmaker Debuts Award-Winning Child Holocaust Survivor Film

How Humor Became Part of the ‘Memorial Landscape of the Holocaust’

When TV shows get Holocaust humor right

Five TV shows that got Holocaust humor just right

Ypsilanti author pens prize-winning screenplay about real-life Mexican-American Holocaust survivor

Months Into A Pandemic, It's Time To Make Lemonade

How a Holocaust survivor’s daughter found a passion for horses

Children of Holocaust Survivors Reflect on Their Traumatic Legacy in a New Collection of Essays - Boulder Jewish News

How I became a memorial candle for my grandfather Jonas Noreika

The Girl They Left Behind - a story inspired by true events

Holocaust Center honors art, writing contest winners

A Milwaukee pastor compared mask mandates to the Holocaust at a Brookfield City Council meeting

School principal resigns after posting meme comparing mask wearers to Holocaust victims

Principal who made Holocaust comments should not have been fired, judge rules

Bar-On: Make racism visible, like the Holocaust

Holocaust Memorial in Marion Square vandalized, says Charleston Jewish Federation

Holocaust Memorial vandalized, ‘a reminder of what happens when hate goes unchecked’
Front window of New Mexico Holocaust Museum, featuring photo of civil rights march, smashed by vandal

New Mexico Holocaust Museum set to reopen in September

Vandals target Holocaust Museum and HSD office

Brief / Orthodox synagogue in Harrisburg is defaced with swastika

Nick Cannon Visits Jewish Human Rights Group, Learns About Holocaust After-Semitic Comments

Nick Cannon visits Holocaust museum, pledges donation

‘Teach me, fix me’: Nick Cannon opens up to rabbi after making anti-Semitic comments

Brief / Wisconsin man pleads guilty to vandalizing synagogue as part of neo-Nazi group plot

Man charged with shooting woman in back for removing swastika flag released

There’s nothing ‘peaceful’ about the swastika

ADL calls for Walmart to remove books promoting Holocaust revisionism and blaming Jews for image as ‘shifty liars’

Outraged Walmart Shoppers Confront White Couple Seen Wearing Matching Nazi Swastika Masks

Angry Confrontation Over Couple Wearing Swastika Masks at Walmart

Couple wearing swastika masks at Walmart in Minnesota confronted by other shoppers

Watch: Swastika Mask Wearing Shoppers Confronted in Minnesota Walmart

News / Jewish groups, customers denounce Nazi face masks worn at Walmart

‘Disgraceful, plain and simple’: Couple wearing Nazi flag masks at Walmart filmed in viral clash

Jewish Civil Rights Group Demands Walmart Stop Selling Books Promoting Holocaust Revisionism

Who would sell Holocaust-themed face masks? This guy. - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

HolocaustFaceMasks.com stops selling the masks and plans to shut down

Amazon, Google and Wish take down neo-Nazi, KKK merchandise

Brief / Vandals damage window of Holocaust museum in Albuquerque

Swastika, other graffiti spray-painted on Torah center and other buildings in suburban Cleveland

Police: ‘Umbrella Man’ was a white supremacist trying to incite George Floyd rioting

Watch! For What Purpose Did an Anti-Israel Group Use This Photo?

4 men arrested for hanging ‘Hitler Was Right’ banner on bridge in Arizona

Stand Against Swastikas - Atlanta Jewish Times

Swastikas in East Cobb - Atlanta Jewish Times

Jewish and Black historical cemeteries vandalized in Virginia with Nazi symbol
Vatican

The Pope, the Jews, and the Secrets in the Archives
Holy Silence Documents The Vatican's Role In The Holocaust
Unsealed Archives Give Fresh Clues to Pope Pius XII’s Response to the Holocaust
Unsealed Vatican documents detail Pope Pius XII holocaust complacency
Records From Once-Secret Archive Offer New Clues Into Vatican Response To Holocaust
Vatican under Pope Pius XII hid Holocaust orphans from family, historian says

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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